Intradomain traffic engineering aims to make more efficient use of network resources within an autonomous system. Interior Gateway Protocols such as OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) and IS-IS (Intermediate SystemIntermediate System) are commonly used to select the paths along which traffic is routed within an autonomous system. These routing protocols direct traffic based on link weights assigned by the network operator. Each router in the autonomous system computes shortest paths and creates destination tables used to direct each packet to the next router on the path to its final destination. Given a set of traffic demands between origindestination pairs, the OSPF weight setting problem consists of determining weights to be assigned to the links so as to optimize a cost function, typically associated with a network congestion measure. In this article, we propose a genetic algorithm with a local improvement procedure for the OSPF weight-setting problem. The local improvement procedure makes use of an efficient dynamic shortest path algorithm to recompute shortest paths after the modification of link weights. We test the algorithm on a set of real and synthetic test problems, and show that it produces near-optimal solutions. We
INTRODUCTION
The Internet is divided into many routing domains, called autonomous systems (ASes). ASes are networks that consist of routers and links connecting the routers. The number of backbone and access routers in 10 Internet service providers studied by Spring et al. [21] vary from as few as 11 to as many as 862. There are 12 links in the smallest network studied and 5299 in the largest. When customer and peer routers are considered, the networks can have thousands of routers and links. These ASes interact to control and deliver IP traffic. They typically fall under the administration of a single institution, such as a company, a university, or a service provider. Neighboring ASes use the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) to route traffic [23] .
The goal of intradomain traffic engineering [9] consists in improving user performance and making more efficient use of network resources within an AS. Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs) such as OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) and IS-IS (Intermediate System-Intermediate System) are commonly used to select the paths along which traffic is routed within an AS.
These routing protocols direct traffic based on link weights assigned by the network operator. Each router in the AS computes shortest paths and creates destination tables used to direct each IP packet to the next router on the path to its final destination. OSPF calculates routes as follows. To each link is assigned an integer weight ranging from 1 to 65535(= 2 16 − 1). The weight of a path is the sum of the link weights on the path. OSPF mandates that each router computes a graph of shortest paths with itself as the root [13] . This graph gives the least weight routes (including multiple routes in case of ties) to all destinations in the AS. In the case of multiple shortest paths originating at a router, OSPF is usually implemented so that it will accomplish load balancing by splitting the traffic flow over all shortest paths leaving from each router [16] . In this article, we consider that traffic is split evenly between all outgoing links on the shortest paths to the destination IP address. OSPF requires routers to exchange routing information with all the other routers in the AS. Complete network topology knowledge is required for the computation of the shortest paths.
Given a set of traffic demands between origin-destination pairs [8] , the OSPF weight setting problem consists in determining weights to be assigned to the links so as to optimize a cost function, typically associated with a network congestion measure.
In reality, a global optimization involving all weights in the network is impractical because it can cause major disruptions in traffic. For the daily maintainance of a network, it is much more attractive to adapt the weight setting with a few weight changes at the time. Nevertheless, as a benchmark, it is important for the network operator to know how well the newtork could perform with a complete change of weights. A complete change of weights could be considered an option if the network performance has deteriorated too much. A comprehensive description of the reality of traffic engineering is given in Fortz et al. [9] .
The NP-hardness of the OSPF weight-setting problem was established in [10] . Previous work on optimizing OSPF weights have either chosen weights so as to avoid multiple shortest paths from source to destination or applied a protocol for breaking ties, thus selecting a unique shortest path for each source-destination pair [3, 14, 18] . Fortz and Thorup [10] were the first to consider even traffic splitting in OSPF weight setting. They proposed a local search heuristic and tested it on a realistic AT&T backbone network and on synthetic networks. Pióro et al. [17] propose heuristics based on local search, simulated annealing, and Lagrangian relaxation for several optimization problems related to setting OSPF weights with even traffic splitting. The computational results presented, however, were limited to small instances with up to 12 routers, 18 links, and 66 demand pairs. Ericsson et al. [7] proposed a genetic algorithm and used the set of test problems considered in [10] . Sridharan et al. [22] developed another heuristic for a slightly different version of the problem, in which flow is split among a subset of the outgoing links on the shortest paths to the destination IP address.
In this article, we propose a hybrid genetic algorithm incorporating a local improvement procedure to the crossover operator of the genetic algorithm proposed in [7] . The local improvement procedure makes use of an efficient dynamic shortest path algorithm to recompute shortest paths after the modification of link weights. We compare the hybrid algorithm with the genetic algorithm as well as with the local search procedure in [10] .
In the next section, we give the mathematical formulation of the OSPF weight-setting problem. The hybrid genetic algorithm is described in Section 3, and the local improvement procedure in Section 4. Section 5 describes efficient algorithms for solution update used in the local improvement procedure. Computational results are reported in Section 6. Concluding remarks are made in the last section.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In a data communication network, nodes and arcs represent routers and transmission links, respectively. Let N and A denote, respectively, the sets of nodes and arcs. Data packets are routed along links, which have fixed capacities. Consider a directed network graph G = (N, A) with a capacity c a for each a ∈ A, and a demand matrix D that, for each pair (s, t) ∈ N × N, gives the demand d st in traffic flow from node s to node t. Then, the OSPF weight-setting problem consists in assigning positive integer weights w a ∈ [1, w max ] to each arc a ∈ A, such that a measure of routing cost is optimized when the demands are routed according to the rules of the OSPF protocol. The OSPF protocol allows for w max ≤ 65535.
For each pair (s, t) and each arc a, let f
indicate how much of the traffic flow from s to t goes over arc a. Let l a be the total load on arc a, that is, the sum of the flows going over a, and let the trunk utilization rate u a = l a /c a . The routing cost in each arc a ∈ A is taken as the piecewise linear function a (l a ), proposed by Fortz and Thorup [10] and depicted in Figure 1 , which increasingly penalizes flows approaching or violating the capacity limits:
Given a weight assignment w and the loads l OSPF(w) a associated with each arc a ∈ A corresponding to the routes obtained with OSPF, we denote its routing cost by OSPF(w) = a∈A a l OSPF(w) a . The OSPF weight-setting problem is then equivalent to finding arc weights w * ∈ [1, w max ] such that OSPF(w) is minimized.
The general routing problem can be formulated as the following linear programming problem with a piecewise linear objective function:
subject to
Constraints (3) are flow conservation constraints that ensure routing of the desired traffic. Constraints (4) define the load on each arc a and constraints (5-10) define the cost on each arc a according to the cost function a (l a ).
The above is a relaxation of OSPF routing, as it allows for arbitrary routing of traffic. Then, OPT is a lower bound on the optimal OSPF routing cost OSPF(w * ) . Also, if OSPF(1) denotes the optimal OSPF routing cost when unit weights are used, then OSPF(w * ) ≤ OSPF(1) .
Fortz and Thorup [10] proposed a normalizing scaling factor for the routing cost that makes possible comparisons across different network sizes and topologies:
where h st is the minimum hop count between nodes s and t. For any routing cost , the scaled routing cost is defined as * = / UNCAP . Using this notation, the following results hold:
• The optimal routing costs satisfy
• Given any solution to (2-11) with normalized routing cost * , then * = 1 if and only if all arc loads are below 1/3 of their capacities and all demands are routed on minimum hop routes.
• Given any solution to (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) where all arcs are at their maximum capacity, then the normalized routing cost * = 10(2/3). We say that a routing congests a network if * ≥ 10(2/3).
HYBRID GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR OSPF WEIGHT SETTING
In this section, we summarize the detailed description of the genetic algorithm given in [7] and propose a hybrid genetic algorithm by adding a local improvement procedure after the crossover.
A genetic algorithm is a population-based metaheuristic for combinatorial optimization. In this context, a population is simply a set of feasible solutions. Solutions in a population are combined (through crossover) and perturbed (by mutation) to produce a new generation of solutions. When solutions are combined, attributes of higher quality solutions have a greater probability to be passed down to the next generation. This process is repeated over many generations as long as the quality of the solutions in the new population improves over time. We next show how this idea can be explored for weight setting in OSPF routing.
Each solution is represented by an array of integer weights, where each component corresponds to the weight of an arc of the network. Each individual weight belongs to the interval [1, w max ]. Each solution w is associated with a fitness value defined by the OSPF routing cost OSPF(w) . The initial population is randomly generated, with arc weights selected from a uniform distribution in the interval [1, w max /3]. The population is partitioned into three sets A, B, and C. The best solutions are kept in A, while the worst ones are in C. All solutions in A are promoted to the next generation. Solutions in B are replaced by crossover of one parent from A with another from B ∪ C using the random keys crossover scheme of Bean [2] . All solutions in C are replaced by new randomly generated solutions with arc weights selected in the interval
In the random keys scheme, crossover is carried out on a selected pair of parent solutions to produce an offspring solution. Each selected pair consists of an elite parent and a non-elite parent. The elite parent is selected, at random, uniformly from solutions in set A, while the nonelite parent is selected, at random, uniformly from solutions in set B ∪ C. Each weight in the offspring solution is either inherited from one of its parents or is reset by mutation. With mutation probability p m , the weight is reset to a value selected at random in the interval [1, w max ]. If mutation does not occur, then the child inherits the weight from its elite parent with a given probability p A > 1/2. Otherwise, it inherits the weight from its nonelite parent.
The hybrid genetic algorithm proposed in this article, applies a local improvement procedure to each offspring solution obtained by crossover. This local improvement procedure is described in the next section.
LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PROCEDURE
In this section, we describe the local improvement procedure. Starting from an initial solution, the local improvement procedure analyzes solutions in the neighborhood of a current solution w in the search for a solution having a smaller routing cost. If such a solution exists, then it replaces the current solution. Otherwise, the current solution is returned as a local minimum.
The local improvement procedure is incorporated in the genetic algorithm, described in Section 3, to enhance its
Renumber the arc indices such that ability to find better-quality solutions with less computational effort. Local improvement is applied to each solution generated by the crossover operator. Besides being computationally demanding, the use of large neighborhoods in a hybrid genetic algorithm can lead to loss of population diversity, and consequently premature convergence to low-quality local minima. We next describe the local improvement procedure using a reduced neighborhood. As before, let l a denote the total load on arc a ∈ A in the solution defined by the current weight settings w. We recall that a (l a ) denotes the routing cost on this arc. The local improvement procedure examines the effect of increasing the weights of a subset of the arcs. These candidate arcs are selected among those with the highest routing costs and whose weight is smaller than w max . To reduce the routing cost of a candidate arc, the procedure attempts to increase its weight to induce a reduction on its load. If this leads to a reduction in the overall routing cost, the change is accepted and the procedure is restarted. The procedure stops at a local minimum when no improvement results from changing the weights of the candidate arcs. The pseudocode in Figure 2 describes the local improvement procedure in detail.
The procedure LocalImprovement takes as input parameters the current solution defined by the weights w and a parameter q, which specifies the maximum number of candidate arcs to be examined at each local improvement iteration. To speed up the search, we disallow the weight increase of arcs for which no weight increase leads to an improvement in the routing cost in the previous iteration. To implement this strategy, we make use of a don't look bit for each arc.
The don't look bits are set unmarked in line 1, and the counter of candidate arcs is initialized in line 2. The loop in lines 3 to 22 investigates at most q selected candidate arcs for weight increase in the current solution. The arc indices are renumbered in line 4 such that the arcs are considered in nonincreasing order of routing cost. The loop in lines 6 to 9 searches for an unmarked arc with weight less than w max . Marked arcs, which cannot be selected at the current iteration, are unmarked in line 7 for future investigation. Arc a is selected in line 8. If no arc satisfying these conditions is found, the procedure stops in line 10 returning the current weights w as the local minimum. In line 11, arc a is temporarily marked to disallow its investigation in the next iteration, unless a weight change in w a results in a better solution.
The The routing cost OSPF (w ) associated with the neighbor solution w must be evaluated in line 15. Instead of computing it from scratch, we use fast update procedures for recomputing the shortest path graphs as well as the arc loads. These procedures are considered in the next section of the article. Once the new arc loads are known, the total routing cost is computed as the sum of the individual arc routing costs.
FAST UPDATES OF ARC LOADS AND ROUTING COSTS
In this section, we describe the procedures used for fast update of the cost (line 15 of procedure LocalImprovement) and arc loads. We are in the situation where l are the loads associated with the current weight settings w and the weight of a unique arc a is increased by exactly a unit.
Let T be the set of destination nodes and denote by g t = (N, A t ) the shortest path graph associated with each destination node t ∈ T . One or more of these shortest path graphs will be affected by the change of the weight of arc a from w a to w a + 1. Consequently, the loads of some of the arcs in each graph will change.
end forall
The procedures described in this section use a set of data structures that work like a memory for the solution. With a weight change, the shortest path graph and the loads can change, and the memories are updated instead of recomputed from scratch.
Each shortest path graph with node t as destination has an |A|-vector A t indicating the arcs in g t . If arc a is in the shortest path graph, then A t a = 1. Otherwise, A t a = 0. Another |A|-vector, l t , associated with the arcs, stores the partial loads flowing to t traversing each arc a ∈ A. The total load from each arc is represented in the |A|-vector l a , which stores the total load traversing each arc a ∈ A. The |N|-vectors π t and δ t are associated with the nodes. The distance from each node to the destination t is stored in π t , while δ t keeps the number of arcs outgoing from each node in g t . All these structures are populated in the beginning and set free at the end of procedure LocalImprovement. For simplicity, they were omitted from this procedure and from the parameter list of the procedures described in this section.
The pseudocode in Figure 3 summarizes the main steps of the update procedure. The new load l a on each arc a ∈ A is set to zero in line 1. The loop in lines 2 to 6 considers each destination node t ∈ T . For each one of them, the shortest path graph g t is updated in line 3 and the partial arc loads are updated in line 4. The arc loads are updated in line 5. Lines 1 and 5 are removed from this procedure in case the arc loads be updated inside procedure UpdateLoads. Finally, the cost OSPF(w ) of the new solution is computed in line 7. In the remainder of this section we describe the procedures UpdateShortestPaths and UpdateLoads used in lines 3 and 4.
Dynamic Reverse Shortest Path Algorithm
We denote by g t = (N, A t ) the shortest paths graph associated with each destination node t ∈ T . Because the weight of a unique arc a was changed, the graph g t does not have to be recomputed from scratch. Instead, we update the part of it which is affected by the weight change. Ramalingam and Reps [19] and Frigioni et al. [12] proposed efficient algorithms for these dynamic computations in Dijkstra's
14 end forall 15 end forall algorithm. These two algorithms are compared experimentally in [11] . Although the algorithm of Frigioni et al. is theoretically better, the algorithm of Ramalingam and Reps usually runs faster in practice. Due to the nature of the OSPF weight setting problem, we use the reversed version of Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm. The pseudocode of the specialized dynamic shortest path algorithm for unit weight increases is given in Figure 4 . Buriol et al. [4] showed empirically that this algorithm is faster than the general dynamic reverse shortest path algorithm of Ramalingam and Reps [19] . First, it identifies the set Q of nodes whose distance labels change due to the increased weight. Next, the shortest paths graph is updated by deleting and adding arcs for which at least one of its extremities belongs to Q.
Algorithm UpdateShortestPaths takes as parameters the arc a = ( − → u, v), whose weight changed, the current setting of weights w, and a destination node t ∈ T . The algorithm checks in line 1 if arc a does not belong to the shortest paths graph g t , in which case the weight change does not affect the latter and the procedure returns. Arc a is eliminated from the shortest paths graph g t in line 2. In line 3 the tail node of arc a is inserted in a heap containing all nodes for which the load of its outgoing links might change. This heap will be used later by the load update procedure. The distances to the destination node t are used as priority keys and the root contains the node with maximum distance. The outdegree δ + u of the tail node of arc a is updated in line 4. In line 5, we check if there is an alternative path to the destination starting from u. If this is the case, the procedure returns in line 5, because no further change is needed. The set Q of nodes affected by the weight change in arc a is initialized with node u in line 6. The loop in lines 7 to 15 builds the set Q. For each node identified in this set (line 7), its distance π t (v) to the destination node is increased by 1 in line 8. The loop in lines 16 to 24 updates the shortest paths. Each node u in set Q is investigated one-by-one in line 16 and each outgoing arc a is scanned in line 17. We check in line 18 if arc a belongs to the new shortest path to the destination. If so, arc a is inserted in the shortest paths graph in line 19, its tail u is inserted in the heap in line 20, and its outdegree δ + (u) is updated in line 21.
Dynamic Load Update
We first recall that procedure UpdateShortestPaths built a heap H containing all nodes for which the set of outgoing arcs was modified in the shortest paths graph.
The pseudocode in Figure 5 summarizes the main steps of the load update procedure. We denote by l t a the load on arc a ∈ A associated with the destination node t ∈ T . Procedure UpdateLoads takes as parameters the demands d and a destination node t. The loop in lines 1 to 9 removes nodes from the heap until the heap becomes empty. The node u with maximum distance to the destination node is removed in line 2. The total load flowing through node u is equal 
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
In this section, we describe the experimental results using the hybrid genetic algorithm introduced in this article. We describe the computer environment, list the values of the algorithm parameters, present the test problems, and outline the experimental setup.
In the experiments, we compare the hybrid genetic algorithm with the lower bound associated with the linear program (2-11) and other heuristics.
The Setup
The experiments were done on an SGI Challenge computer (28 196-MHz MIPS R10000 processors) with 7.6 Gb of memory. Each run used a single processor.
The algorithms were implemented in C and compiled with the MIPSpro cc compiler, version 7.30, using flag -O3. Running times were measured with the getrusage function. Random numbers were generated in the hybrid genetic algorithm as well as in the pure genetic algorithm using Matsumoto and Nishimura's Mersenne Twister [15] .
The following parameters were set in both the pure and the hybrid genetic algorithms:
• Population size: 50.
• Weight range: [1, w max = 20].
• Population partitioning placed the top 25% of the solutions (rounded up to 13) in set A, the bottom 5% of the solutions (rounded up to 3) in set C, and the remaining solutions in set B.
• Probability that mutation occurs: p m = 0.01.
• Probability that an offspring inherits the weight from the elite parent during crossover: p A = 0.7.
• The number of generations varied according to the type of experiment.
In addition, the maximum number of candidate arcs is set to q = 5 in the local improvement procedure in the hybrid genetic algorithm.
The experiments were done on 13 networks from four classes proposed by Fortz and Thorup [10] and also used in [7] . The networks are summarized in Table 1 . The AT&T Worldnet backbone is a proposed real-world network of 90 routers and 274 links. The 2-level hierarchical networks are generated using the GT-ITM generator [26] , based on a model of Calvert et al. [5] and Zegura et al. [27] . This model uses two types of arcs: local access arcs have capacities equal to 200, while long distance arcs have capacities equal to 1000. For the class of random networks, the probability of having an arc between two nodes is given by a parameter that controls the density of the network. All arc capacities are set to 1000. In Waxman networks, the nodes are points uniformly distributed in the unit square. The probability of having an arc between nodes u and v is ηe − (u,v)/(2θ) , where η is a parameter used to control the density of the network, (u, v) is the Euclidean distance between u and v, and θ is the maximum distance between any two nodes in the network [25] . All arc capacities are set to 1000. Fortz and Thorup generated the demands to force some nodes to be more active senders or receivers than others, thus modeling hot spots on the network. Their generation assigns higher demands to closely located nodes pairs.
For each instance, 12 distinct demand matrices D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D 12 are generated. Starting from demand matrix D 1 , the other demand matrices are generated by repeatedly multiplying D 1 by a scaling factor: Table 1 summarizes the test problems. For each problem, the table lists its class, name, number of nodes, number of arcs, number of destination nodes, number of origin-destination pairs, the total demand of D 1 , and the scaling factor. 
Fixed Time Comparison
In this subsection, we compare the hybrid genetic algorithm with three heuristics:
• InvCap: weights are set proportional to the inverse of the link capacity, that is, w a = c max /c a , where c max is the maximum link capacity; • GA: the basic genetic algorithm without the local search used by the hybrid genetic algorithm; • LS: the local search algorithm of Fortz and Thorup [10] ; as well as with LPLB, the linear programming lower bound OPT . InvCap is used in Cisco IOS 10.3 and later by default [6, 24] . GA is derived from the genetic algorithm in [7] , which will be also compared with the hybrid genetic algorithm later in Section 6.4. LS is the implementation used in [10] .
For each of the 13 networks, 12 increasingly loaded traffic demand matrices are considered. InvCap and LPLB were run a single time. Ten 1-hour runs were done with GA, HGA, and LS on each instance and average routing costs computed. Solutions are averaged over 10 1-hour runs. Solutions are averaged over 10 1-hour runs. Solutions are averaged over 10 1-hour runs. Solutions are averaged over 10 1-hour runs. Solutions are averaged over 10 1-hour runs. Solutions are averaged over 10 1-hour runs. Solutions are averaged over 10 1-hour runs. Solutions are averaged over 10 1-hour runs. Solutions are averaged over 10 1-hour runs. each algorithm. Normalized cost values less than 10(2/3) (i.e., recall that when the routing cost exceeds 10(2/3) we say that the routing congests the network; see Section 2) are separated from those for which the network is congested by a line segment in the tables. The distribution of the costs can be seen in the figures, where all 10 cost values for each algorithm and each demand point are plotted together with the average costs. We make the following remarks about the computational results. The pure genetic algorithm (GA) consistently found better solutions than InvCap. Solution differences increased with traffic intensity. The relative differences | * InvCap − * GA |/ * InvCap between the solution values obtained by GA and InvCap varied from 13.6% on rand100b to 94.8% on hier50b.
HGA found solutions at least as good as GA on all networks and for all demand levels. Solution differences increased with traffic intensity. The relative differences | * GA − * HGA |/ * GA varied from as little as 1.9% on hier100 to as large as 88.0% on rand100b. HGA not only found better-quality solutions, but did so in less CPU time (see Figs. 19 and 20, which compare one run of HGA and GA each on the att network with demand D = 45134.146). Figure 19 shows the value of the best-quality solution in the population as a function of CPU time, while Figure 20 shows the value of the best-quality solution in the population as a function of the generation of the algorithm. These figures illustrate how close to the LP lower bound the HGA comes and how much faster HGA is to converge compared to GA.
Of the 13 network classes, HGA found the best average solutions in seven classes, while LS found the best in the remaining six. On classes rand100 and rand100b, solution values found by LS were 37.7 and 32.2% smaller with respect to those found by HGA. On the other hand, on classes hier50a and hier100a, solution values found by HGA were 6.5 and 8.1% smaller with respect to those found by LS. On the remaining nine network instances, the relative difference between average solution values found by HGA and LS was small, varying from 0.09 to 3.5%.
HGA and LS on average found solution values that varied from 0.6 to 105.5% of the linear programming lower bound. HGA found solution values with a relative gap of less than 5% for five of the 13 network classes, while LS did so for three classes. Both HGA and LS found solution values with less than 10% relative gap on six classes.
Distribution of Time-to-Target-Solution-Value
To study and compare the computation times, we used the methodology proposed by Aiex et al. [1] and further explored by Resende and Ribeiro, for example, in [20] . Without loss of generality, we considered networks att with the demand equal to 37,611.788, hier50a with the demand equal to 41,06.407, and rand50 with the demand equal to 35,234.308 to illustrate the general behavior observed for most instances. For each of them, we performed 100 independent runs with different seeds of each algorithm GA, HGA, and LS, considering a given parameter value look4. Each execution was terminated when a solution of value less than or equal to the target value look4 was found or when the time limit of one hour was reached. Three different values (corresponding to easy, medium, and difficult cases) of look4 were investigated for each network: 2.89, 2.77, and 2.64 for network att, 2.32, 2.21, and 2.11 for network hier50a, and 2.93, 2.81, and 2.68 for network rand50. Different target values were used because the networks and demands were different. Empirical probability distributions for the time-to-target solution value are plotted in Figures 21 to 24 . Runs that failed to find a solution of value less than or equal to the target value look4 within the 1-hour time limit were discarded in these plots. To plot the empirical distribution for each algorithm and each instance, we associate with the i-th smallest running time t i a probability 1/2) )/100, and plot the points z i = (t i , p i ), for i = 1, . . . , n r , where n r ≤ 100 is the number of runs which found a solution of value less than or equal to the target value look4 within the 1-hour time limit.
HGA and LS found solutions with value less than or equal to the target in all runs associated with network att (Figs.  21 and 22 ). GA failed to find solutions at least as good as the target value on eight runs with the easiest target, 19 runs with the medium target, and 59 runs with the hardest target. HGA is not only much faster than GA, but also the computation times of the former are more predictable than those of the latter. As we can see from Figure 21 , in many runs of GA the computation times are several orders of magnitude larger than those of HGA. Considering Figure 22 , we notice that the computation times of HGA are more predictable than those of LS. The latter are several times larger than the former in many runs. In more than 30% of the runs LS encounters difficulties to converge and requires very long computation times. The figure seems to suggest that this is related to the fact that LS frequently gets stuck at a local minimum and the escape mechanism often needs to be applied repeatedly to succeed. In the case of network hier50a (Figs. 23 and 24 ), HGA performed much better than GA, as we can see from Figure 23 . HGA found solutions at least as good as the target within the 1-hour time limit in all runs for the easy and medium target values, and in 94 out of the 100 runs for the more difficult target. Contrarily, GA rarely found solutions at least as good as the target: 44 times for the easy target, 14 for the medium target, and only once in the hardest case (which cannot be plotted in the figure). HGA also did better than LS for this network, as shown in Figure 24 . LS found solutions at least as good as the target in all runs for the easier target value. However, it failed in two runs with the medium target. For the harder target value, it missed the target in 48 runs.
The instances associated with random graphs are among the hardest ones for the genetic algorithms. Network rand50 is particularly difficult for GA, which failed to find a solution at least as good as the target within the 1-hour time limit in all 300 runs. Contrarily, HGA found solutions at least as good as the target in all runs. Although HGA performs better than LS for many classes of instances (as illustrated in Figs. 22 and 24), LS did better in this case. Both algorithms are robust and found solutions at least as good as the target in all runs, but LS was usually faster.
Comparison with the Original GA
We conclude the experimental results section by comparing the GA used in the experiments described above with the GA presented in [7] to show that both implementations produce comparable results. Consequently, the conclusions we make regarding the comparison of HGA and GA should carry over to the GA of [7] , which we refer to as GA 0 .
Although GA and GA 0 are based on the same C code, they differ in some aspects:
• GA uses a population of size 50, while GA 0 uses one of size 200. Note that the size 200 population was used in [7] for the instances in this experiment. For larger instances, the experiments in [7] used a population of size 100.
• GA randomly generates an initial population with weights in the interval [1, 7] one element of the initial population with weights in the interval [1, 20] and completes the remaining element of the population with the weights corresponding to the heuristic InvCap. We ran both genetic algorithm implementations for 10 independent 1-hour trials on three networks, att, hier50a, and rand50, with two demand matrices each. We used the matrices with the two largest demands in the experiments described earlier in this section. For GA, we used the parameter setting described earlier in this section. For GA 0 , we used the parameter setting described in [7] . Table 15 shows minimum, average, and maximum final solution values for 10 1-hour runs for HGA, GA, and GA 0 . The last row of the table lists the sums of each column.
The experimental results clearly show that HGA finds better minimum, average, and maximum solution values than GA and GA 0 for all networks and demand levels. Overall, GA does better than GA 0 , finding on average solutions that are 48% smaller than those found by GA 0 . This big difference is mainly due to GA 0 's poor performance on network rand50. Discarding GA 0 's results on network rand50, GA and GA 0 are comparable, with GA finding solution that are on average 3.5% larger than those found by GA 0 . On the other hand, with the exception of network att with demand 41,372.968, the minimum solution value found by GA was always smaller than the one found by GA 0 .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We presented a new hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA) for solving the OSPF weight-setting problem, combining the traditional genetic algorithm (GA) strategy with a local search procedure to improve the solutions obtained by crossover.
The local search procedure uses small neighborhoods, and is based on the fast computation of dynamic shortest paths. Because it considers only unit weight increments with respect to the weights in the current solution, our implementation of algorithm UpdateShortestPaths is two to three times faster than its original implementation. This specialization accounts significantly to speed up the implementation of the hybrid genetic algorithm.
The new heuristic performs systematically better than the genetic algorithm without local search (GA and GA 0 ). HGA finds better solutions in substantially less computation times. The experimental results also showed that it is also more robust, in the sense that it rarely gets stuck in suboptimal local minima, while the genetic algorithm often does so.
We also compared the new algorithm with a local search heuristic (LS). Once again, HGA is more robust than LS.
Algorithms HGA and LS are competitive in terms of solution quality and time. HGA is better than LS for some classes of test problems, while LS is better for others. Moreover, the implementation of LS is based on limited-size hashing tables that limits the number of iterations it can perform and, consequently, the solution quality that can be obtained for larger problems. We are currently working on a parallel implementation of HGA for clusters using the Message Passing Interface (MPI). Encouraging preliminary computational results have shown significant reductions in elapsed times in the time-to-target solution value.
